The latest News Around Us in Nov #5
United States Inflation Rate
Trading Economics
The annual inflation rate in the US surged to 6.2% in October of 2021, the highest
since November of 1990 and above forecasts of 5.8%.
Upward pressure was broad-based, with energy costs recording the biggest gain
(30% vs 24.8% in September), namely gasoline (49.6%). Inflation also increased for
shelter (3.5% vs 3.2%); food (5.3% vs 4.6%, the highest since January of 2009),
namely food at home (5.4% vs 4.5%); new vehicles (9.8% vs 8.7%); used cars and
trucks (26.4% percent vs 24.4%); transportation services (4.5% vs 4.4%); apparel
(4.3% vs 3.4%); and medical care services (1.7% vs 0.9%).
The monthly rate increased to 0.9% from 0.4% in September, also higher than
forecasts of 0.6%, boosted by higher cost of energy, shelter, food, used cars and
trucks, and new vehicles. source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

US Inflation Rate Rises to 6.2%, More than Expected
The annual inflation rate in the US surged to 6.2% in October of 2021, the highest
since November of 1990 and above forecasts of 5.8%. Upward pressure was
broad-based, with energy costs recording the biggest gain (30% vs 24.8% in
September), namely gasoline (49.6%). Inflation also increased for shel... more
2021-11-10
US Inflation Rate Seen at 5.8%, Highest since 1990
Annual inflation rate in the US likely increased to 5.8% in October of 2021 which
would be the highest rate since December of 1990, staying well above the Fed's
average annual 2% inflation target for a 7th consecutive month. Consumer prices
have been on an upward trajectory this year due to supply c... more
2021-11-10
US Inflation Rate Back to 13-Year High
The annual inflation rate in the US edged up to a 13-year high of 5.4% in September
of 2021 from 5.3% in August and above market expectations of 5.3%. Main upward

pressure came from cost of shelter (3.2% vs 2.8% in August); food (4.6% vs 3.7%, the
highest since December of 2011), namely food at home... more
2021-10-13
US Inflation is Seen Slowing Down
The annual inflation rate in the US likely eased to 5.3% in August from a 13-year
high of 5.4% reported in June and July. The monthly rate is seen edging down to
0.4% from 0.5%. Meanwhile, the core inflation which excludes food and energy, is
expected to remain stable at 0.3% compared to the previous month and drop slightly
to 4.2% compared to the same month a year earlier. Inflation surged this year
reflecting the low base effect caused by the coronavirus crisis, the re-opening of the
economy, and continued supply constraints. Investors are keeping a close eye on the
CPI release as it could provide more clarity on when the Federal Reserve will start
cutting stimulus and a stronger-than-expected reading could force the Fed to start
tapering early.
2021-09-14T08:20:00
US Inflation Rate Holds Steady at 13-Year High
The US consumer price inflation rate stood at 5.4 percent in July 2021, unchanged
from the previous month's 13-year high and slightly above market expectations of 5.3
percent, reflecting the low base effect caused by the coronavirus crisis, the re-opening
of the economy and continued supply constraints. Main upward pressure came from
food (3.4 percent vs 2.4 percent), led by sharp increases in food at home (2.6 percent
vs 0.9 percent) and food away from home (4.6 percent vs 4.2 percent); new vehicles
(6.4 percent vs 5.3 percent); and shelter (2.8 percent vs 2.6 percent). Meanwhile,
inflation moderated for energy (23.8 percent vs 24.5 percent); used cars and trucks
(41.7 percent vs 45.2 percent); apparel (4.2 percent vs 4.9 percent); transportation
services (6.4 percent vs 10.4 percent); and medical care services (0.8 percent vs 1.0
percent). On a monthly basis, consumer prices rose 0.5 percent in July, the least since
February's 0.4 percent gain.
2021-08-11T12:31:00
US Inflation Rate Rises to 5.4%, New 13-Year High
Annual inflation rate in the US accelerated to 5.4% in June of 2021 from 5% in May,
hitting a fresh high since August of 2008, and well above forecasts of 4.9%. Biggest
price increases were recorded for used cars and trucks (45.2%), gasoline (45.1%),
fuel oil (44.5), utility gas service (15.6%) and transportation services (10.4%). Shelter
costs were up 2.6% and food 2.4%. Inflation has been on the rise this year amid low
base effects from 2020 and as the economic recovery picks up, business restrictions
ease and demand surges amid widespread vaccination and federal support.
Meanwhile, high commodity prices, supply constraints and higher wages as
companies grapple with a labour shortage continue to weigh on the CPI.
2021-07-13T12:32:00
US Inflation Rate Rises to 5%
Annual inflation rate in the US accelerated to 5% in May of 2021 from 4.2% in April
and above market forecasts of 4.7%. It is the highest reading since August of 2008
amid low base effects from last year when the coronavirus pandemic hit the economy
hard, rising consumer demand as the economy reopens, soaring commodity prices,
supply constraints and higher wages as companies grapple with a labour shortage.

Biggest price increases were recorded for gasoline (56.2%), used cars and trucks
(29.7%), utility gas service (13.5%), transportation services (11.2%) and apparel
(5.6%). Shelter costs were up 2.2% and food also went up 2.2%.
2021-06-10T12:32:00

CNN Confirms: There is a Bitter Feud Between Bidens and Kamala Harris, White
House is Now in Full Disarray
Kyle Becker - Trending Politics

In a desperate bid for relevance, not to mention clicks, CNN has published a
tongue-wagging ‘shade war‘ piece on Sunday that confirms what we’ve known all
along: The Bidens and Kamala Harris don’t like each other very much.
The CNN story is much more than a bit of White House gossip, however; it is a veiled
threat being made at Joe Biden.

One glance at CNN’s lengthy piece will lead any political observer to conclude this is
an obvious ‘dump’ piece from the inner circle of the Kamala Harris camp.
Around The Web
The article itself says the stories come from “nearly three dozen former and current
Harris aides, administration officials, Democratic operatives, donors and outside
advisers — who spoke extensively to CNN — reveal a complex reality inside the White
House.”
This is about to get good. The chronicle of grievances from the Harris camp range the
spectrum: She is “sometimes forgotten,” “not being put in positions to lead,” and
“the administration ought to be using her more.” The language is unsparing in its
depiction of Kamala’s abject frustration.
“Many in the vice president’s circle fume that she’s not being adequately prepared or
positioned, and instead is being sidelined,” CNN reports. “The vice president herself
has told several confidants she feels constrained in what she’s able to do politically.
And those around her remain wary of even hinting at future political ambitions, with
Biden’s team highly attuned to signs of disloyalty, particularly from the vice
president.”

The sensational piece alludes to something we’ve reported here earlier: Kamala
Harris and Jill Biden, in particular, are locked in a bitter ongoing feud.
“Few of the insiders who spoke with CNN think she’s being well-prepared for
whichever role it will be,” the story says.
“Harris is struggling with a rocky relationship with some parts of the White House,
while long-time supporters feel abandoned and see no coherent public sense of what
she’s done or been trying to do as vice president.

Being the first woman, and first woman of color, in national elected office is historic
but has also come with outsized scrutiny and no forgiveness for even small errors, as
she’ll often point out.

Jill Biden and Kamala Harris have been in an extended cat fight even before they
stepped foot in the White House. At the first Democratic presidential debate in June
2019, the future First Lady unleashed on then-presidential candidate Harris.
After Joe Biden and Kamala Harris infamously clashed over Biden’s past busing
position, Harris basically called him a ‘racist’ (and for good reason).
“But I also believe, and it’s personal — and I was actually very — it was hurtful to
hear you talk about the reputations of two United States senators who built their
reputations and career on the segregation of race in this country,” Harris said.
“And it was not only that, but you also worked with them to oppose busing.”
“And, you know, there was a little girl in California who was part of the second class
to integrate her public schools, and she was bused to school every day,” she claimed.
“And that little girl was me.”
Let’s put aside how much Kamala Harris is confabulating, or at the very
least, exaggerating about her school integration travails. The presidential primary
confrontation sparked an ongoing bitter rivalry that continues to this very day.
“With what he cares about, what he fights for, what he’s committed to, you get up
there and call him a racist without basis? Go f*** yourself,” Jill Biden told Harris
bluntly. Her vulgar salvo was cited in a piece by Politico Magazine.
When Jill Biden was later confronted about her reported remark, her reaction struck
observers as being a bit off. Jill and Kamala even gave each other a really awkward
hug on camera.
“That was two years ago. We’ve moved on from that,” Jill claimed at the time.
Apparently not.

In the course of the Biden presidency, the friction between the Biden and Harris
camps has occasionally bubbled to the surface.
In June, Harris seemed extremely miffed that she had been sent to Guatemala, in
accordance with her being symbolically named the “Border Czar,” while the Bidens
toured Europe.
“I haven’t been to Europe. I don’t understand the point you’re making,” she claimed
when asked why she never traveled to the border.
Interesting. Someone who did go to Europe was Dr. Jill Biden, who was “ready for
her close up” in the media limelight. One example was a fawning puff piece on her
“Love” jacket, a snarky jab at former First Lady Melania Trump.
This is exactly the kind of progressive media catnip that Kamala Harris obviously
craves, complete with softly lit media shots of being ‘hard at work’ on serious global
issues.
The CNN story further establishes that Kamala Harris was angry about being sent to
the Northern Triangle nations and being made a Border Czaress.
“The list of complaints between the West Wing and the vice president’s office keeps
growing, even stemming from Harris’ first assignment from Biden this spring,” the
story recounts.
“The situation has become a back and forth of irritations — some real, some
perceived.”
“Harris’ team was mad Biden had assigned her to handle diplomatic relations with
the Northern Triangle nations, in hopes of addressing the root causes of migration to
the US, but gave her no role on the southern border itself,” the story continues.
“That become the most visible crisis in the early days of Biden’s presidency as
unaccompanied minors overwhelmed federal government resources. It seemed like an
all-around politically losing assignment even though Biden had seen it as a sign of
respect because it was the same job Obama had given him as vice president.”
“As CNN has previously reported, Harris herself has said she didn’t want to be
assigned to manage the border, aware that it was a no-win political situation that
would only sandbag her in the future,” the story adds.
“But Biden’s team was annoyed that Harris fumbled answers about the border,
including when she gave an awkward, laughing response about not visiting it during
a spring interview with NBC’s Lester Holt.”
“As some around Harris see it, the White House failed to come to her defense,” the
story notes.

“That was especially galling since they had given her the unpleasant task on her first
foreign trip of carrying the administration’s harsh ‘do not come’ policy, according to
one source familiar with the workings of the office.”
In other words, CNN finally substantiates Becker News’ and other independent
media’s reporting on Harris resenting the Guatemala trip.
One of the most memorable exchanges between Kamala Harris and the Bidens
was reported exclusively at Becker News.
In August, Vice President Kamala Harris objected to taking any part of taking
responsibility for the Afghanistan disaster, even though she fully supported the
catastrophic withdrawal.
White House sources told Becker News that Kamala Harris could be heard screaming,
“They will not pin this s*** on me!” Furthermore, the source indicated that Jill
Biden was at Camp David deflecting calls to Joe Biden.
The Harris camp’s account of how the Afghanistan debacle went down, as recounted
in the CNN story, attempts to give the VP a false sense of distance. But even CNN
doesn’t let her off the hook.
“Harris has also complained to confidants about not being a greater part of the
President’s approach to the Afghanistan withdrawal — despite telling CNN at the
time she was the last one in the room when he made the decision — leaving her
without more to draw on when she defended him publicly,” the story says.
One political commentator who has been on to this entire “shade war” has been
Human Events editor Jack Posobiec, who noted that Harris was dodging
accountability over Afghanistan.
“Shade War going hot – Kamala refused a request to do a presser today,”
Posobiec reported. “Said she was focused on Haiti not Afghanistan. Now staffers for
the rival teams have been openly fighting all day, per WH official.” Posobiec also
noted that Harris’s remark about not having gone to Europe was actually directed at
Jill Biden.
Posobiec held up the CNN piece as an acknowledgement of his commentary.
The CNN piece attempts to put some distance between Harris’s camp and the story by
referring to staffing problems for the vice president.
“But, with many sources speaking on condition of anonymity to discuss the situation
more frankly, they all tell roughly the same story: Harris’ staff has repeatedly failed
her and left her exposed, and family members have often had an informal say within
her office,” the story says.
“Even some who have been asked for advice lament Harris’ overly cautious
tendencies and staff problems, which have been a feature of every office she’s held,
from San Francisco district attorney to US Senate.”

The story also delves into some behind-the-scenes wrangling between the Biden and
Harris agendas, some of it disingenuously framed.
“On the one issue Harris actually asked to be assigned — voting rights — progress
has been slow in part because Biden is focused on passing his own domestic agenda,
even though Harris has said privately the filibuster must be scaled back if real
progress can be achieved,” the story says.
“Biden has said as much publicly now too. And though Harris has told confidants
that she has been enjoying a good working dynamic directly with Biden, those who
work for them describe their relationship in terms of settling into an exhausted
stalemate.”
One source of consternation for Kamala Harris appears to be the Biden team’s focus
on trying to resurrect the president from drowning in negative approval numbers.
“Biden’s aides have made clear that they are focused on promoting and protecting
him, especially since it’s his approval rating that will likely define the 2022
midterms and his promised run for reelection in 2024,” the CNN piece notes.
However, even as Kamala Harris maintains quixotic presidential ambitions, her
approval numbers are even worse than Biden’s.
“According to a new poll commissioned by USA Today and carried out by Suffolk
University, only 28 per cent of Americans approve of how Vice President Kamala
Harris has performed in the position voters elected to her one year ago,” the
Independent reported. “That’s a full 10 points lower than the approval rating for
President Joe Biden, according to the same poll.”
“Biden’s staff are privately disappointed with Harris over self-inflicted controversies,
like her ‘awkward’ laughter when asked about visiting the border by NBC’s Lester
Holt,” the Daily Mail reported on Monday.
Revealingly, there are now reports the Biden team blames Kamala Harris in part for
the president’s abysmal approval ratings in a sign that the White House is now in full
disarray.
“They blame her failure on the border crisis for sliding poll numbers,” the Daily Mail
adds. “A new ABC News/Washington Post poll shows Biden at 53 percent
disapproval and 41 percent approval – down 11 points from April.”
The Daily Mail also adds an improbable rumor that Biden is considering moving
Harris to Supreme Court as a ‘backdoor method’ of selecting new VP. Unlikely, but
there is clearly some hardball being played, and Harris is undoubtedly out to get her
pound of flesh.
The CNN piece appears to make a cryptic warning that Biden may get the
political ’86’ if it fails to yield to the Harris camp’s demands. (Lest anyone should
forget, there were 25th amendment mentions prior to the 2020 ‘election’.)

“She’s a heartbeat away from the presidency now,” the piece adds.
“She could be just a year away from launching a presidential campaign of her own,
given doubts throughout the political world that Biden will actually go through with a
reelection bid in 2024, something he’s pledged to do publicly and privately. Or she’ll
be a critical validator in three years for a President trying to get the country to
reelect him to serve until he’s 86.”
This may indeed be what this is all about: The 25th amendment has been dangled like
a Sword of Damocles over Biden’s head throughout his presidency as a way of getting
the mentally deteriorating president to accede to radicals’ demands.
While the mainstream press insist that the 25th amendment measure is unthinkable
due to the current composition of the U.S. Congress, which must invoke the clause to
remove Joe Biden, the Democratic Party may believe that Joe Biden has become
expendable, and an overall negative for the party’s chances in the midterm elections
or in 2024.
“Hearing K(amala) discussed the 25th (amendment) tonight in a non-joking way for
the first time,” as Posobiec reported in August.
The 25th amendment to the Constitution gives the power to remove the sitting
President of the United States to the Congress, which must pass by two-thirds vote a
motion to remove the president in both the House and Senate.
Vice President Kamala Harris would thus be in a line of succession to take over the
job of president. The former California Attorney General has been in the shadow of
President Biden throughout his entire presidency, following him in nearly
unprecedented ways for a VP.
Harris is clearly fed up with the situation. As the CNN piece makes clear, she is now
out for political payback.

After Heated Murder Trial, Harvard Law Professor Has Great News For Kyle
Rittenhouse
Clayton Keirns - Trending Politics

According to Harvard Law Professor Alan Dershowitz, Kyle Rittenhouse “should be
acquitted” of murder. Furthermore, Dershowitz believes Rittenhouse should launch
lawsuits against left-wing outlets like CNN who have been slandering the 18-year old
as a “terrorist”, “murderer” and “white supremacist”.
“If I were a juror, I would vote that there was reasonable doubt [and] that he did act
in self-defense,” Dershowitz said during an appearance on Newsmax’s ‘Saturday
Report’.
“Then he’ll bring lawsuits, and that’s the way to answer. Vigilante justice is what
CNN is doing, not what a 17-year-old kid under pressure may have done right or
wrong. It’s CNN who is involved in vigilante justice. It’s The New Yorker that’s guilty
of vigilante justice,” he added.
Dershowitz pointed to the lawsuits filed by Covington high school student Nicholas
Sandmann, made out like a bandit after CNN smeared him.
“The idea is to make the media accountable for deliberate and willful lies,” said
Dershowitz.
“The bigger deal is that all the civil libertarians, all the liberals, all the ACLU types,
The New Yorker and The New York Times, they all attack the judge for simply
applying the Constitution,” Dershowitz added.
“These phony civil libertarians couldn’t care less about due process or about free
speech. All they want is due process for me, but not for thee. They’re taking sides.”
Dershowitz went on to describe how the media’s coverage of the Rittenhouse trial
reminds him of “some of the most horrible trials in American history.”
“The difference is today. It’s the left-wing media that is attacking this judge for trying
to be fair. They want an outcome. They want a result and if they don’t get their results

and you know this seeps through to the jury, and I worry that the jury could be
influenced by the fear that if they vote to acquit, they’ll be called racist and they’ll be
attacked,” he said.
Today, both sides will present their closing arguments to the jury. Stay tuned for
more….

Vile, Threatening Messages Sent to the Judge in the Rittenhouse Trial
Will - Trending Politics

According to the Daily Mail, the judge in the Kyle Rittenhouse trial, Bruce Schroeder,
has received a flurry of vile, threatening, abusive, and menacing emails, letters,
postcards, and faxes.
That outlet, which claims to have seen the horrid messages received by the Kenosha
Courthouse and provides what it claims to be pictures of some of the messages,
reports that the messages not only slandered the judge as a racist, but threatened him
with bodily harm.
Messages sent to Judge Schroeder include:
“Wow way to name a white skinhead hot head to be a judge. No wonder they burn
down your city.”
“Judge Schroeder is a disgrace to the law. Remove him from any judicial
proceedings.”
“I didn’t know that under your black robes of justice you wear a white robe of the
klan. There is no way a fair trial can be heard under your supervision. Better yet,
resign.”

“This is outrageous…What fresh hell is this???? Rittenhouse is a murderous thug and
trying to protect him says a LOT about this judge…We are watching…”
“Enjoy your term, judge, it’s going to be your LAST. If I ever meet you in person, I
fully intend to spit directly into your face, regardless of the cost. You’re disgusting.“
“So I can’t call the wounded men victims, says ur judge one day hope his kids become
victims to the most heinous homicide known to man so he feels the pain an we will
call his kids not victims but b***** an descendent of c*** family an father figure.
Racist bastard god will pay u back for ur statement.”
“Make sure and tell Schroeder what a worthless piece of s*** he is. He’ll find out
officially when his heart seizes up I a few years and he has to stand before a real
judge.”
And those heinous, poorly spelled smears, slanders, and threats are just the
beginning. According to the Daily Mail, Judge Schroeder also received numerous
angry messages that “lambasted for everything from his God Bless America ringtone
to his joke about whether his Chinese lunch when he said ‘I hope the Asian food isn’t
coming … isn’t on one of those boats from Long Beach Harbor.‘”
One of the worst, a long-winded, repugnantly profane message, slanders Judge
Schroeder as a Nazi and contains numerous threatening statements. It is too vile to
reprint, but can be viewed in the Daily Mail article
Yet others promised payback and vowed that Kyle Rittenhouse would not remain alive
for long if acquitted. Some of the messages were anonymous and others were signed
off with the full names of the repugnant senders.
Judge Schroeder, responding to the thousands of vile, often threatening messages his
office has received, promised that he would “deal with” the senders and that he
“wouldn’t want to be those people.” A police squad car sits outside his residence,
protecting him and his family 24/7.

The Pentagon Sees Its First National Guard Unit Mutiny Over the Federal Vaccine
Mandate
Kyle Becker - trending Politics

The first state National Guard unit has made itself clear to the Department of Defense
it has no intention of enforcing its Covid-19 vaccine mandate.
“The Oklahoma National Guard has rejected the Defense Department’s requirement
for all service members to receive the coronavirus vaccine and will allow personnel
to sidestep the policy with no repercussions, a potential blueprint for Republican
governors who have challenged Biden administration mandates,” the Washington
Post reported.
“Brig. Gen. Thomas Mancino, appointed this week by Gov. Kevin Stitt (R) as adjutant
of the state’s 10,000 National Guard soldiers and airmen, on Thursday notified those
under his command that they are not required to receive the vaccine and won’t be
punished if they decline it,” the report added.
“It’s an extraordinary refusal of Pentagon policy and follows Stitt’s written request to
Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin seeking suspension of the requirement for Guard
personnel in the state,” the report noted.
“We will respond appropriately,” John Kirby, a Pentagon spokesperson, said of
Stitt’s letter. “That said, Secretary Austin believes that a vaccinated force is a more
ready force. That is why he has ordered mandatory vaccines for the total force, and
that includes our National Guard, who contribute significantly to national missions at
home and abroad.”
The Washington Post provided background on the National Guard’s action, which
opens up another path of resistance to the unlawful Covid-19 vaccine mandates.
“Overall Republican resistance to vaccine mandates has intensified in recent weeks,
with multiple GOP governors filing suit to stop the requirement for federal
contractors and a Friday court ruling temporarily halting the administration’s
directive that private businesses employing more than 100 workers require
inoculation or impose onerous testing guidelines,” the Post states.

“Oklahoma’s objection to the Pentagon’s directive would appear to open another
pathway for states to challenge the president’s orders.”
In August, the Pentagon issued an order for all U.S. military troops to receive the
Covid-19 vaccination. Military troops must ‘immediately begin to get the COVID-19
vaccine,’ Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin said in the memo and ordered service
leaders to ‘impose ambitious timelines for implementation.’
The Department of Defense has subsequently faced numerous lawsuits over the order,
including class action lawsuits from the members of all five military branches.

PolitiFact roasted for previous 'fact-check' claiming Kyle Rittenhouse's possession
of weapon wasn't legal
Joseph A. Wulfsohn - Fox News
Critics rated the poorly aged report 'PANTS ON FIRE'
Judge Bruce Schroeder, who is overseeing the Rittenhouse murder trial, made
headlines on Monday over his decision to throw out the sixth charge against the
18-year-old for having a dangerous weapon as a minor. Rittenhouse was 17 at the
time of the deadly shootings.
Schroeder tossed the charge after prosecutors conceded Rittenhouse’s rifle was not
short-barreled as the law has a carveout for such weapons.
However, just days after the events in Kenosha, PolitiFact asserted otherwise.

Kyle Rittenhouse listens as his attorney, Mark Richards, give his closing argument
during Rittenhouse's trial at the Kenosha County Courthouse, in Kenosha,
Wisconsin, U.S., November 15, 2021. Sean Krajacic/Pool via REUTERS
The so-called "fact-checking" news outlet challenged a claim made by a random
Facebook user on Aug. 27, 2020, who wrote, "Carrying a rifle across state lines is

perfectly legal," adding "Based on the laws I can find of this area at 17 years old Kyle
was perfectly legal to be able to possess that rifle without parental supervision."
"Is that true? State laws suggest not," PolitiFact's Daniel Funke wrote at the time.
According to the article, the Facebook post was flagged to PolitiFact "as part of
Facebook’s efforts to combat false news and misinformation on its News Feed."
"The Wisconsin Department of Justice honors concealed carry permits issued in
Illinois. But Rittenhouse did not have a permit to begin with, and he was not legally
old enough to carry a firearm in Wisconsin," Funke wrote, before going into
concealed and open carry laws in Wisconsin and Rittenhouse's home state of Illinois.
Funke did cite a Wisconsin gun rights attorney who noted an exception to shotguns
and rifles, which allows "children ages 16 and 17" to hunt, but it doesn't apply to
Rittenhouse because he "wasn’t in Kenosha to hunt." There was no mention of any
legal exception for short-barreled guns.
"Whether Rittenhouse violated Wisconsin law by possessing a firearm underage is the
subject of ongoing litigation. But the Facebook post claimed that it was "perfectly
legal" for the teenager to carry an assault-style rifle in Kenosha," Funke continued.
"At best, that’s unproven. At worst, it’s inaccurate. Either way, we rate the post
False."

Assistant District Attorney Thomas Binger holds Kyle Rittenhouse's gun as he gives
the state's closing argument in Kyle Rittenhouse's trial at the Kenosha County
Courthouse in Kenosha, Wis., on Monday, Nov. 15, 2021. Rittenhouse is accused of
killing two people and wounding a third during a protest over police brutality in
Kenosha, last year. (Sean Krajacic/The Kenosha News via AP, Pool)
Critics railed against PolitiFact for publishing false information in the wake of the
shootings.
"This fact check was always wrong, but now that the weapons charge has been
dropped it's officially PANTS ON FIRE," RealClearInvestigations senior writer Mark
Hemingway reacted.

"Who fact checks the fact checkers?" Babylon Bee writer Frank J.
Fleming wondered.
"It’s 100% true, which is why that charge was just tossed by the judge," The
Federalist co-founder Sean Davis mocked PolitiFact.
"Your entire enterprise is a fraud because you’re all boot-licking Bolsheviks who will
lie about literally anything as long as it helps the Left. Retract your nonsense, then
find a new job."
The article has yet to be corrected nor retracted.
PolitiFact did not immediately respond to Fox News' request for comment.

Funke, who has since joined USA Today as a journalist "checking facts + covering
misinfo," just so happens to be the same "fact-checker" behind the newspaper's
infamous assertion in September that President Biden did not check his watch during
the dignified transfer ceremony honoring the 13 U.S. servicemen who were killed in
Afghanistan during the chaotic military withdrawal.
Funke examined whether or not Biden actually kept checking the time on his wrist as
the caskets of the fallen were rolled onto the tarmac at Dover Air Force Base,
sparking outrage among the families who witnessed the distracted president.
"[Biden] did appear to check his watch during his visit to Dover Air Force Base. But
he did so after the dignified transfer ceremony was over," Funke wrote.
"Footage leading up to the moment shows Biden with his hand over his heart for
about 30 seconds as vans carry the service members' remains off the tarmac. After the
vans had left, Biden closes his eyes briefly before dropping his arms and glancing
down at his watch."

Judge Bruce Schroeder speaks to issues on jury instruction during Kyle Rittenhouse's
trial at the Kenosha County Courthouse on November 15, 2021 in Kenosha,
Wisconsin. (Photo by Sean Krajacic-Pool/Getty Images)
The fact check ruled the claim "partly false," writing that the image of Biden that
circulated on social media was real but that it does not "accurately summarize" what
occurred.
USA Today ultimately issued a correction.
"Corrections & Clarifications: This story was updated Sept. 2 to note that Biden
checked his watch multiple times at the dignified transfer event, including during the
ceremony itself," the correction read at the top of the report on Thursday. "The rating
on this claim has been changed from partly false to missing context."
The headline also changed from "Fact check: Biden honored service members killed
in Kabul, checked his watch only after ceremony" to "Fact check: Biden honored
service members killed in Kabul, checked his watch during ceremony."
(Fox News' Greg Norman and The Associated Press contributed to this report.)

Rep. Andy Harris fights medical license complaint after prescribing ivermectin for
COVID-19
Emily Brooks (Political Reporter) - Washington Examiner |
Republican Rep. Andy Harris said he is facing a complaint against his medical
license because he prescribed ivermectin as a treatment against COVID-19.
“An action is currently being attempted against my medical license for prescribing
ivermectin, which I find fascinating, because as an anesthesiologist, I know I use a lot
of drugs off-label that are much more dangerous,” Harris said.
The lone Republican congressman from Maryland made the comment during a House
Freedom Caucus unofficial “hearing” on President Joe Biden’s employer vaccine

mandate, held off campus at the headquarters of conservative advocacy organization
FreedomWorks.
“It's in the investigation stage with the board of medical examiners,” Harris told
the Washington Examiner after the panel discussion. “There was a complaint based
on the Washington Post article.”
The apparent article recounted Harris revealing in a September radio interview that
he prescribed ivermectin as a treatment for an early COVID-19 case and that he had
trouble finding a pharmacy to fill the prescription due to backlash against using the
drug as a COVID-19 treatment.
Harris said he does not know who made the complaint and is trying to figure out if its
only basis is the news report. “I assume that the board of physicians does not use the
media as a complainant,” he said.
Ivermectin, an antiparasitic drug, became part of angry COVID-19 debates earlier
this year . Advocates, some of whom were skeptical of taking emergency authorized
COVID-19 vaccines, said early studies showed promise for the drug being used to
treat the virus. Many physicians began to prescribe it, and people began to seek out
the drug — in some cases buying versions intended for animals.
Though ivermectin is commonly used on humans, opponents dragged the drug as a
“horse dewormer,” and the Food and Drug Administration issued a warning against
taking the drug to treat or prevent COVID-19.
Harris called the complaint a “distraction.”
“I've been licensed for 41 years, and I'm an associate professor at Johns Hopkins.
Why would you bring this complaint other than purely political reasons?” Harris said.
“There are physicians all around the country who are prescribing ivermectin. They
prescribe it way more times than I have prescribed it.”
Molly Rutherford, a family physician and addiction specialist in Kentucky who was a
panelist for the Freedom Caucus event, said that she has heard of “many” doctors
who have felt pressured to stay away from certain medications for COVID-19 or ran
into trouble with pharmacists asked to fill prescriptions for controversial treatments.
“They do not want to fill the prescriptions. There have been threats to turn physicians
into the medical boards if we prescribe these medicines,” Rutherford said.
“I’ve prescribed medicines off-label for many, many years, and so many of them are
much more harmful than anything we give for COVID.”
Harris expressed frustration with the FDA for not providing approval for potentially
helpful already-existing drugs to treat COVID-19, specifically mentioning
fluvoxamine, a drug used to treat obsessive-compulsive disorder and depression.
“A 10-day course of that can greatly increase someone's chances of not going to a
hospital or surviving the disease,” Harris told the Washington Examiner. “Why isn't
the FDA rushing this through?

Well, it's actually a generic drug. It's not a brand-name drug. And one has to question
why a series of generic drugs are actually not being approved or indicated for
COVID by the FDA.”
A recent trial among 1,500 patients in Brazil found that those taking fluvoxamine
were less likely to suffer a severe COVID-19 case.
The Maryland Board of Physicians did not immediately return a request for comment.
Harris’s online profile with the board says that there have been no known
disciplinary actions reported against him.

The Taliban Just Held a Parade Featuring all the Weapons and Vehicles Brandon
Left in Afghanistan
Will - Trending Politics

When President Brandon ordered an ignominious retreat from Afghanistan, he didn’t
just leave behind American families and our national honor. He also left behind
billions of dollars worth of weapons and military equipment. That equipment included
(but is certainly not limited to):
2,000 Armored Vehicles Including Humvees and MRAPs
45 UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopters
At least 600,000+ Small arms M16, M249 SAWs, M24 Sniper Systems, 50 Calibers,
1,394 M203 Grenade Launchers, M134 Mini Gun, 20mm Gatling Guns and
Ammunition
16,000+ Night Vision Goggles
Large Stockpile of Plate Carriers and Body Armor
And, again, that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Scout attack helicopters, rockets,
communications gear, thousands of trucks, and millions of rounds of ammunition

were left too. During the chaotic NATO withdrawal, during which the Afghan military
threw down its arms and ran at the first sign of danger, the Taliban was able to seize
all of those highly useful weapons.
The Taliban, rather than secreting those war materials away, decided to parade them
around Kabul over the past weekend, exposing the incompetence of America’s war
planners to the world and showcasing their fancy, American-made armored vehicles.
According to the Washington Examiner, which reported on the parade, “The display
included dozens of U.S.-made M1117 armored security vehicles driving slowly up
and down a major road in Kabul, and Mi-17 helicopters were overhead. Many of the
soldiers involved carried American weapons, including the M4 assault rifle.”
Reuters reports that the parade was meant to celebrate the recent graduation of 250
soldiers and that “Most of the weapons and equipment the Taliban forces are now
using are those supplied by Washington to the American-backed government in Kabul
in a bid to construct an Afghan national force capable of fighting the Taliban.”
The logical question is why those massive supplies of war material were left for the
Taliban to take after our withdrawal. The logical decision, the path the military didn’t
take, would have been to withdraw the equipment or, at the very least destroy it.
Instead, other than destroying a paltry 70 MRAPs and 27 Humvees (out of 2000 total),
the military left all of the equipment for the Taliban to use, which it now appears to be
doing.
And while some commentators suggested at the time that the Taliban would be unable
to use or maintain the high-tech, sophisticated equipment, that also might not be the
case.
Rather than purge former ANA (Afghan National Army) soldiers, the Taliban has
announced that it will integrate form pilots, mechanics, and other specialists into its
new force.
Those US-trained specialists, mechanics, and pilots could give it the know-how to fly
the planes and helicopters we left, maintain the armored vehicles, and utilize the
sophisticated communications gear.
Given that the US transferred somewhere around $28 billion of weapons and military
gear to Afghanistan, those US-trained specialists will have quite a bit of equipment to
maintain for the Taliban.
And it should be noted that this isn’t the first parade where the Taliban showed off its
newly acquired American arms. Back in September, shortly after the withdrawal and
collapse, the New York Post reported on a scene strikingly similar to this one:
The Taliban are now brazenly showing off the US military equipment — including
Black Hawk helicopters, dozens of armored vehicles and weapons — abandoned by
US troops amid President Biden’s chaotic final exit from Afghanistan.

[…]Videos showed heavily armed Taliban fighters standing on top of a long line of
captured Humvees and other tactical vehicles as they drive along a highway.
In embarrassing scenes for the US, a Black Hawk helicopter even flies circles
overhead.
Many Taliban militants could also be seen cradling American M16 rifles and other
weapons used by US, NATO and Afghan forces during the 20-year war.
Apparently, Taliban parades with American vehicles is the “new normal” in
President Brandon’s America.

Anti-Rittenhouse protester body-slams reporter outside Kenosha courthouse,
arrested for battery
Danielle Wallace, Stephanie Pagones & Michael Ruiz - Fox News
One of the two protesters arrested outside the Kenosha courthouse – the man seen
wearing a "F*** Kyle" t-shirt as officers took him into custody – is facing charges
related to bail jumping, meaning he has a prior criminal record, Fox News Digital
has learned.
The jury in the trial for Kyle Rittenhouse is expected to enter a third day of
deliberation Thursday.
The 20-year-old male suspect, Anthony Chacon, has been charged with felony bail
jumping, misdemeanor bail jumping, battery, resisting and disorderly conduct, Sgt.
David Wright, a spokesman for the Kenosha Sheriff’s Department confirmed to Fox
News Digital.
The details of his prior arrests related to the bail jumping charges were not
immediately available.
A Fox News Digital reporter witnessed the male suspect, who was wearing a "F***
Kyle" black t-shirt, body-slamming a reporter, attacking a counter-protester and
slapping multiple cameras before being arrested.
A second suspect arrested Wednesday, 34-year-old Shaquita Cornelious, is facing
charges of resisting, disorderly conduct, and possession of marijuana, Wright added.
In first announcing the arrests Wednesday, the Kenosha Sheriff’s Department
released a statement on social media saying "law enforcement needed to deploy
several officers to keep crowds of citizens and media from interfering."
Wright continued, "The Kenosha Sheriff’s Department and the Kenosha Police
Department fully recognized the importance of media coverage surrounding the trial.
The media and the public have a responsibility to give space to law enforcement and
allow them to perform their duties. Please do so."

'Sadly, this virus will never leave our society': Weekly new infections again surpass
600,000. COVID-19 updates
John Bacon & Lindsay Schnell - USA TODAY
America's recovery from the delta variant surge dropped the pace of new infections to
under 500,000 per week in late October. Now cases are above 600,000 per week and
are rising in 34 states, a USA TODAY analysis of Johns Hopkins University data
shows.
The numbers are not close to January, when weekly infections peaked at 1.7 million.
But the recovery from one wave has reversed into another wave, more than six
months after free, safe, effective vaccines became widely available to all adults.
The United States is again reporting an average of more than 1 case every second.
Unvaccinated people remain at highest risk for infection. The good news: 80% of
Americans 12 and over have had at least one coronavirus vaccine shot.
Melissa Nolan, an assistant professor of epidemiology and biostatistics at the
University of South Carolina Arnold School of Public Health, told USA TODAY that
seasonal flu infection increases risk in winter.
"Sadly, this virus will never leave our society," Nolan said.
"To help mitigate spread as we go into this next winter respiratory disease season, it
is vitally important that Americans get both their booster shot and their flu shot."
Also in the news:
►A Los Angeles couple convicted of using phony or stolen identities to try and steal
$20 million in COVID-19 relief funds were sentenced to federal prison, although they
remain fugitives. Richard Ayvazyan, 43, was sentenced in absentia to 17 years and his
wife, Marietta Terabelian, 37, got six years.
►The Detroit school district said it will switch to online learning on Fridays in
December in response to rising COVID-19 cases and the need for mental health
relief.
► Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, who just returned from quarantine overseas
after developing COVID-19 in Scotland, warned that a holiday season coronavirus
surge was likely and urged vaccinations to keep infections and hospitalizations down.
► German lawmakers approved new measures Thursday to rein in record
coronavirus infections after the head of the country’s disease control agency warned
Germany could face a “really terrible Christmas.”
► Coronavirus deaths in Russia hit a record 1,251 Thursday, breaking the record of
1,247 deaths recorded Wednesday. However, new daily cases appeared to be on a
downward trend.

Today's numbers: The U.S. has recorded more than 47 million confirmed COVID-19
cases and more than 767,000 deaths, according to Johns Hopkins University data.
Global totals: More than 255 million cases and 5 million deaths. More than 195
million Americans – 58% of the population – are fully vaccinated, according to
the CDC.
What we're reading: The pandemic has spurred many workers to reevaluate their
lives and the role work plays in them, leading some to set fresh boundaries, find new
jobs or maintain the side hustles that got them through the shutdowns and layoffs.
Some workers shared their stories with USA TODAY.
Keep refreshing this page for the latest news. Want more? Sign up for USA TODAY's
Coronavirus Watch newsletter to receive updates directly to your inbox, and join
our Facebook group.
AMA, others urge businesses to back mandatory vaccination for employees
More than 60 health care organizations and public health experts on Thursday urged
the business community to support the federal requirement that employees for
companies with more than 100 employees be vaccinated for COVID.
The American Medical Association and former CDC director Dr. Thomas Frieden
were among those signing the statement.
“Instead of wasting time in court trying to overturn these mandates, business leaders
should be focused on how to protect their employees from COVID through
vaccination," said Ezekiel Emanuel, vice provost for global initiatives at the
University of Pennsylvania, who organized the statement.
"That’s the only way we’ll be able to return to normal and stabilize our economy.”
Obstacles to Emanuel's plan, however, include governors and lawmakers in many
states that are backing lawsuits to block the requirement and putting forward
legislation that would block firms from requiring vaccination.
US cuts deal with Pfizer for 10 million virus treatments
The U.S. government will pay Pfizer $5.29 billion for 10 million treatments of its
COVID-19 drug if regulators approve it.
Pfizer asked the Food and Drug Administration on Tuesday to authorize the
experimental pill, which has been shown to significantly cut the rate of
hospitalizations and deaths among people with coronavirus infections.
The FDA is already reviewing a competing pill from Merck and will hold a public
meeting on it later this month.
“We look forward to continuing discussions with governments around the world to
help ensure broad access for people everywhere,” Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla said.
Florida digs in against mandates

With Republicans touting their defense of personal freedom and Democrats
condemning the special session called by Gov. Ron DeSantis as a political stunt,
Florida lawmakers have approved measures aimed at blocking any kind of vaccine
or test mandates.
The Republican-controlled state legislature finished work Wednesday night on
a package of bills that both defy the Biden administration’s vaccine-or-test
requirements for larger businesses and stop local governments from enacting such
standards.
DeSantis called lawmakers back to the Capitol primarily to fight the White House in
what Democrats condemned as a political play to enhance the governor’s national
image and affirm his support among Floridians who refuse vaccinations. Republicans
disagreed.
“Today we’re doing something to protect people’s rights,” said Rep. Cord Byrd,
R-Neptune Beach.
“We are a legislature and governor who believe in individual rights, including liberty.
It’s not a charade. It’s not a stunt.”
– John Kennedy, Sarasota Herald-Tribune
Gov. Lee to NYPD, LAPD officers: Come to Tennessee, no vaccine mandate
Gov. Bill Lee released a video trying to persuade officers to join the Tennessee
Highway Patrol because it doesn't have any coronavirus related mandates.
During the 71-second video released to YouTube, Lee said the Tennessee Highway
Patrol "won't get between you and your doctor," adding THP is offering to cover all
moving expenses for any officer who leaves another state to join its force.
Earlier this month, Lee signed a new state law banning vaccine mandates and
curtailing when mask mandates can be enacted.
Lee specifically mentioned New York City and Los Angeles in the video. New York
requires police officers and sheriff deputies to be vaccinated against COVID-19; Los
Angeles does provide a testing option.
– Adam Friedman, Nashville Tennessean
Booster doses for all could be recommended within days
The Food and Drug Administration is expected to authorize as soon as today a
COVID-19 booster shot for anyone who wants one and is at least six months past
their initial vaccination.
Vaccines do a great job of preventing hospitalization and death, but their protection
against infection starts to fade at about six months – even in young, healthy
people. That's why booster doses may be recommended for all adults – or at least
those over 30.
Ted Ross, an infectious diseases expert at the University of Georgia in Athens, who
recently got a booster shot himself, said the U.S. government bought so many doses so
long ago that many will go to waste if they aren't used soon.

"The thing boosters might help with is to help dampen the surge or increase we're
going to see this winter," as people travel and spend more time indoors, Ross said.
"That peak or that slope will hopefully not be as steep."
– Karen Weintraub
Vaccine-or-test rules: Are they worth the cost?
Vaccine-or-test work rules are proving to be a costly compromise for governments.
Virginia’s Department of Corrections requires un-vaccinated employees who work in
crowded settings to get tested every three days, and the rest, every seven days. It cost
the department nearly $7,000 to test 442 staff members over two days in October.
The state is tapping federal COVID relief funds to pay for the testing.
Securing scarce testing supplies also can be difficult. The Virginia State Police had to
wait more than a month to start a testing program in part because of delays in
delivery.
Some experts say the option just isn't as good as effective as mandating vaccine
anyway.
“A vaccine-and/or-testing policy is second best,” said Jeffrey Levi, a professor of
health management and policy at George Washington University.
“A testing policy catches a problem early. It doesn't prevent a problem, whereas the
vaccination requirement helps to prevent it.”
– Amanda Michelle Gomez and Phil Galewitz, KHN
Nearly 100 young Maryland students given diluted COVID vaccine dose
Nearly 100 Maryland elementary school students received an incorrect dose of the
coronavirus vaccine at a clinic last week, health officials said.
Officials were notifying the parents of 98 students at South Lake Elementary School
by telephone that doses of vaccine administered at a clinic at the Montgomery Village
school on Nov. 10 were diluted more than recommended, the Montgomery County
Department of Health and Human Services said in a news release.
Students were given additional doses at a clinic Wednesday. Acting county Health
Officer Dr. James Bridgers said staff already received more training on children’s
doses.
Over the weekend, a health clinic in the San Francisco Bay Area city of Antioch gave
14 children under age 12 the wrong dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, raising a furor
among parents.

Singapore PM Warns of U.S.-China Miscalculation Over Taiwan
Low De Wei & Stephanie Phang - Bloomberg

(Bloomberg) -- Tensions over Taiwan risk leading to a miscalculation between the
U.S. and China as both nations step up activity around the island, Singapore Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong warned.

Bloomberg Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong at the Bloomberg New
Economy Forum
“We should be concerned,” Lee said Wednesday night in an interview with
Bloomberg Editor-in-Chief John Micklethwait. “I don’t think it’s going to war
overnight, but it is in a situation where you can have a mishap or a miscalculation
and be in a very delicate situation.”
The U.S. has significantly boosted engagement with Taiwan, China has increasingly
tested the island democracy’s air defenses and the government in Taipei has taken
steps such as printing passports with the name “Taiwan” on them, Lee said at the
Bloomberg New Economy Forum.
“All these moves raise suspicions and tensions and anxieties and make it more likely
that a mishap or miscalculation can happen,” the Singapore leader said. “Everybody
says the right thing,” he added, “but if you look at what is happening it is not a static
situation.”
Lee’s comments come shortly after U.S. President Joe Biden and Chinese leader Xi
Jinping concluded their first face-to-face summit, agreeing to continue talking on a
range of topics even as they continue to spar over issues like Taiwan.
After reassuring Xi on Monday that the U.S. doesn’t take a position on Taiwan’s
sovereignty, a day later Biden described the island as “independent” to reporters
before quickly walking back the comment.
China has often warned that Taiwan’s assertion of independence is a red line for an
invasion, and repeatedly warned the U.S. to encouraging those who want a clear
break with the mainland.

Read more on Taiwan tensions:
Biden’s Taiwan Gaffes Risk Real-World Consequences With ChinaBiden-Xi Talks a
‘Good Beginning’ to Avoid Clash, Kissinger SaysBiden Charts Path Forward With Xi
Even as Taiwan Tensions Simmer
In a separate interview on Thursday, Singapore Foreign Minister Vivian
Balakrishnan said “the probability of an actual conflict is low” between China and
Taiwan while adding it’s an issue everyone needs to be concerned with. He said he
hoped tensions could be lowered so there is sustained peace between them.
“The real risk is either an accident or a miscalculation,” Balakrishnan said in an
interview with Bloomberg Television. “And the more there’s engagement, there’s talk,
there’s discussion, and there’s hopefully a meeting of minds. I think that lowers the
risk considerably.”
Lee said that it was good that Biden and Xi could meet and “speak frankly” with each
other even though all problems wouldn’t be resolved in one meeting. He said that in
the U.S. there’s now a consensus that Beijing is “a serious problem for them,” while
many Chinese believe Americans want to slow them down and “stop their
emergence.”
The Singapore leader also said the U.S. should keep moving forward on trade with
Asia even if it’s politically unfeasible to reenter the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership, the 11-nation trade deal that former
President Donald Trump exited.
He mentioned the U.S. would still have a role in the region even if China joined the
agreement given its allies and investments.
The New Economy Forum is being organized by Bloomberg Media Group, a division
of Bloomberg LP, the parent company of Bloomberg News.
(Updates with Singapore foreign minister in seventh paragraph.)

China coast guard uses water cannon against Philippine boats
Jim Gomez - Associated Press (AP)
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Chinese coast guard ships blocked and sprayed a
powerful stream of water at two Philippine boats carrying supplies to troops at a
disputed South China Sea shoal, prompting Manila to order Beijing’s ships to back
off and warn that its supply vessels are covered by a mutual defense treaty with the
United States, Manila’s top diplomat said Thursday.

Associated Press In this photo provided by the Philippine Coast Guard, a Chinese
Coast Guard vessel is seen patrolling in the South China Sea, taken sometime April
13-14, 2021.

Associated Press FILE - This areral photo taken through a glass window of a military
plane shows the dilapidated Sierra Madre ship of the Philippine Navy anchored near
Ayungin Shoal with Filipino soldiers onboard to secure perimeter in the Spratly
Islands in the South China Sea on May 11, 2015.
Philippine Foreign Secretary Teodoro Locsin Jr. said no one was hurt in the incident
on Tuesday, but the two supply ships had to abort their mission to provide food to
Filipino forces occupying Second Thomas Shoal, which lies off western Palawan
province in the Philippines’ internationally recognized exclusive economic zone.

Locsin said in a tweet that the three Chinese coast guard ships’ actions were illegal
and urged them “to take heed and back off.”
It was the latest flare-up in the long-simmering territorial disputes in the strategic
waterway, where China, the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei and Taiwan have
overlapping claims.
China claims virtually the entire South China Sea and has transformed seven shoals
into missile-protected island bases to cement its assertions, ratcheting up tensions
and alarming rival claimants and Western governments led by the U.S.

Associated Press FILE - A dilapidated Philippine Navy ship LT 57 (Sierra Madre)
with Philippine troops deployed on board is anchored off Second Thomas Shoal,
locally known as Ayungin Shoal, on March 30, 2014, in the South China Sea.
The Philippine government conveyed to China “our outrage, condemnation and
protest of the incident,” Locsin said, adding that “this failure to exercise
self-restraint threatens the special relationship between the Philippines and China”
that President Rodrigo Duterte and his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping, worked to
nurture.
In Beijing, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian said China’s coast
guard had upheld China’s sovereignty after the Philippine ships entered Chinese
waters at night without permission.

Associated Press FILE - Protesters hold slogans during a rally in front of the Chinese
Consulate in Makati city, Philippines, on July 12, 2021.
National Security Adviser Hermogenes Esperon told reporters in Manila that two
Chinese coast guard ships blocked the two wooden-hulled supply vessels. A third
coast guard ship “water cannoned the two for one hour," he said, adding that the
outrigger of one of the Philippine ships was displaced by the impact.

Associated Press FILE - Protesters shout slogans as they hold a Philippine flag
during a rally in front of the Chinese Consulate in Makati city, Philippines, on July 12,
2021.
A water cannon is a device on firetrucks that shoots high-velocity water for
firefighting and crowd control but has also been installed on Chinese coast guard
ships to drive away what China considers intruders in the waters it claims.

The Philippines plans to deploy coast guard and Bureau of Fisheries vessels instead
of navy ships to back up its forces and enforce its fishing laws at Second Thomas
Shoal, which Filipinos call Ayungin and China refers to as the Ren'ai reef, Esperon
said.
The number of Chinese surveillance ships has increased in recent weeks in the
far-flung shoal and also around Thitu, a larger Philippine-occupied island in the
Spratly archipelago in the South China Sea’s most hotly contested area, he said.
Philippine forces won’t be deterred from traveling again to the shoal following the
incident, he said.
“We will continue the resupply and we do not have to ask the permission of anybody
because that is within our territory,” Esperon said.
The Philippine military deliberately ran aground a World War II-era warship, the
BRP Sierra Madre, at the submerged shoal in 1999 to fortify its claim and provide a
shelter to a small contingent of Filipino marines.
The Sierra Madre is now effectively a rusty shipwreck but the Philippine military has
not decommissioned it. That makes the ship an extension of the government and
means any attack on the ship is tantamount to an assault against the Philippines.
In 2014, the Philippine military invited more than a dozen journalists, including from
The Associated Press, on a resupply mission to the shoal in a bid to draw global
attention to what Philippine officials have called China’s bullying tactics.
Two Chinese coast guard ships then tried to block the slow-moving,
military-chartered vessel carrying the journalists, with one cutting dangerously
through the Philippine ship's path twice. The Chinese coast guard warned the
Philippine vessel by radio to turn back, saying it was illegally venturing into Chinese
territory.
The Chinese ships blew their horns intimidatingly, but the boat managed to maneuver
toward the Sierra Madre through shallow waters dotted with rocky coral outcrops,
preventing the Chinese ship from pursuing.
Washington has no claims in the busy waterway but has patrolled the region with its
Navy ships and aircraft to assure its allies, including the Philippines, and protect
freedom of navigation and overflight. China has repeatedly warned the U.S. to stay
away from the disputed waters and not meddle in what it says is a regional issue.
President Joe Biden and his predecessor, Donald Trump, have repeatedly assured the
Philippines that the U.S. will honor its obligation under the nations’ Mutual Defense
Treaty if Philippine forces, ships or aircraft come under attack in the region.

Taiwan deploys advanced F-16V fighter jets amid China threat
Huizhongwu & Johnson Lai - Associated Press (AP)

CHIAYI, Taiwan (AP) — Taiwan has deployed the most advanced version of the F-16
fighter jet in its air force, as the self-ruled island steps up its defense capabilities in
the face of continuing threats from China, which claims it as part of its territory.

Associated Press Taiwan's President Tsai Ing-wen poses for photos from the cockpit
during a ceremony to commission into service 64 upgraded F-16V fighter jets at an
Air Force base in Chiayi in southwestern Taiwan Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.
Taiwan's President Tsai Ing-wen commissioned into service 64 upgraded F-16V
fighter jets at an air force base in Chiayi on Thursday. The aircraft represent part of
Taiwan's total 141 F-16 A/B jets, an older model from the 1990s that will be
completely retrofitted by the end of 2023.
Tsai said the upgrade project showed the strength of Taiwan’s cooperation with the
U.S. defense industry. It comes at a time the island's status has become a major point
of tension in the U.S.-China relationship.

Associated Press A Taiwanese Air Force flag bearer passes by one of the newly
commissioned upgraded F-16V fighter jets at Air Force base in Chiayi in
southwestern Taiwan Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.
Beijing has been stepping up its threat by sending fighter jets in combat formations
into Taiwan’s buffer zone southwest of the island on a regular basis, along with
longer-range missions into the Western Pacific.
China has increased its rhetoric as well, with President Xi Jinping telling President
Joe Biden during a virtual summit this week that challenges to China’s claim over the
island amounted to playing with fire.

Associated Press Taiwan's President Tsai Ing-wen passes by Taiwan Air Force
personnel during a ceremony to commission 64 upgraded F-16V fighter jets at Air
Force base in Chiayi in southwestern Taiwan Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.

China and Taiwan split during a civil war in 1949, and Beijing has not ruled out
force to reunify with the island.
The United States’ “One China” policy recognizes Beijing as the government of
China but allows informal relations and defense ties with Taipei.
“This represents the steadfast promise of the Taiwan-U.S. partnership,” Tsai said. “I
trust that in holding fast to democratic values, there will definitely be more countries
with similar values who will stand with us on this front.”
In Beijing, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian reiterated China’s opposition
to official contacts between Taiwan and the U.S. and hopes that Washington will “be
cautious with its words and actions on the Taiwan issue, and refrain from sending any
wrong signals to the secessionist forces of Taiwan independence.”

Associated Press Newly commissioned upgraded F-16V fighter jets are seen at Air
Force base in Chiayi in southwestern Taiwan Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.
“The crux of the tension in the Taiwan Strait is that the secessionist forces of Taiwan
independence are sparing no effort to split the country and collude with external
forces,” Zhao told reporters at a daily briefing. “What they are doing is just like an
ant trying to topple the giant tree, which will surely end up in failure.”
The F-16V is the most technologically advanced version of the storied multi-role
fighter jet, equipped with highly capable radar, allowing it to track more than 20
targets at a time. It also features cutting-edge electronic warfare systems, along with
advanced weapons, precision GPS navigation and a system to automatically avoid
collisions with the ground.
The planes represent the most advanced of the fourth generation of fighter aircraft,
but still below the latest fifth generation such as the U.S. F-22 and F-35, and Russia’s
Su-57 and China’s J-20.

Taiwan has mooted the idea of purchasing fifth generation aircraft from the U.S. but
the F-16 upgrade was decided as the most effective measure under present
circumstances.
Taiwan’s air force also operates French Dassault Mirage 2000 and domestically
designed and manufactured AIDC F-CK Chingkuo fighters for a total fleet of around
400.
China, by contrast, operates around 1,600 fighters, around half of them based in the
eastern and southern theaters abutting Taiwan, along with around 450 bombers.
China’s superiority in both quality and quantity of fighter aircraft is seen as turning
the military balance in the Taiwan Strait to its advantage, independent of involvement
by U.S. forces.

Associated Press Taiwan's President Tsai Ing-wen inspects newly commissioned
upgraded F-16V fighter jets at Air Force base in Chiayi in southwestern Taiwan
Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.
With the upgrades and the planned delivery of 66 new F-16Vs in 2023, Taiwan will be
the largest operator of F-16s in Asia, said Kitsch Liao, a military and cyber affairs
consultant for DoubleThink Lab, an organization targeting disinformation.
This means the island should invest in repair centers for the jets to improve readiness,
Liao said. Previously, Taiwan had to send the jets to other countries for repair.

Associated Press Taiwan's President Tsai Ing-wen inspects newly commissioned
upgraded F-16V fighter jets at Air Force base in Chiayi in southwestern Taiwan
Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.
In Chiayi, pilots in F-16s showed off complex maneuvers on Thursday, flying low
across the skies. Sandra Oudkirk, the director of the American Institute in Taiwan, the
U.S. de facto embassy in Taiwan, was in attendance as well.

Associated Press Taiwan's President Tsai Ing-wen sitting in the cockpit is briefed
during a ceremony to commission into service 64 upgraded F-16V fighter jets at an
Air Force base in Chiayi in southwestern Taiwan Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.

Associated Press Taiwanese Air Force personnel pass by one of the newly
commissioned upgraded F-16V fighter jets at Air Force base in Chiayi in
southwestern Taiwan Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021.
___
Wu reported from Taipei, Taiwan.

Schumer strikes deal with House, dropping push to link China, defense bills
Jordain Carney - The Hill
Senate Majority Leader Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) is dropping his push to add a
competitiveness proposal into a sweeping defense policy bill after striking a deal with
the House to negotiate on the China-focused competition legislation.

Greg Nash Majority Leader Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) addresses reporters after the
weekly policy luncheon on Tuesday, November 16, 2021.

The announcement removes a significant roadblock for the defense bill, known as the
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), and is a breakthrough on the
Senate-passed China legislation that has been stuck for months in the House.
Schumer's effort to add the Senate-passed anti-China competitiveness legislation including potentially making changes to the Senate bill over concerns about
procedural snags in the House - into the defense bill had sparked warnings from
Senate Republicans that they would block the defense bill from coming up for debate.
But Schumer and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) announced on Wednesday
night that they had reached an agreement to enter formal negotiations between the
House and the Senate on the competitiveness legislation.
"Today, we are pleased to announce that we have reached an agreement for the
House and Senate to go to conference on the United States Innovation and
Competition Act [USICA]," they said.
"After Senate Republicans made it clear they would block the inclusion of USICA on
the NDAA, we have decided that the best way to get an agreement will be through the
conference process," Schumer and Pelosi added.
The Senate passed the USICA, aimed at bolstering U.S. competitiveness with
countries including China, earlier this year in a 68-32 vote.
But since then it's been delayed in the House, where Democrats had their own ideas
and competing bills.
Schumer and Pelosi referenced those disagreements in their statement,
acknowledging that "there are still a number of important unresolved issues."
"Therefore, the House and Senate will immediately begin a bipartisan process of
reconciling the two chambers' legislative proposals so that we can deliver a final
piece of legislation to the President's desk as soon as possible," they added.
Schumer had announced on Tuesday that he would add the China competitiveness bill
into the NDAA. That sparked push-back from Senate Republicans and a warning from
House Armed Services Committee Chairman Adam Smith (D-Wash.) that it could
make reaching an agreement on the House and Senate versions of the defense bill
more difficult.
But with Schumer dropping his push to link the China legislation to the defense bill,
the Senate could take its first vote to start bringing the NDAA to the floor as soon as
Wednesday night.
The Senate had been expected to vote on Wednesday morning, and the bill would have
needed 60 votes to overcome an initial hurdle. But that vote was delayed amid the
GOP push-back on including the China legislation in the defense bill.

